
309 18/12/2023 Coopers Hill N of railway bridge Water flowing onto road SCC ref 2829858 SCC advise 16/1/2024 - this has been inspected and a request raised to have all these gullies 
cleaned these gullies are also on a cleaning schedule and are due to be cleaned in march 2024. 
Water still flowing and ice on road as of 20/1/2024

310 18/12/2023 Blacklands Meadow Empty grit bin SCC ref 2829866 SCC advise 18/12/2023 - We are currently dealing with a significant number of issues and are 
endeavouring to deal with these as soon as possible.
Please be assured that this is in progress and we will provide an update to you once an inspection 
has been carried out to advise of next steps, you do not need to contact us again on this issue. Bin 
still empty as of 20/1/2024. SCC advise 1/2/2024 'works have been completed'.

01/02/2024

311 18/12/2023 The Copse and others Grit bins needs filling SCC ref 2829873 SCC advise 18/12/2023 - We are currently dealing with a significant number of issues and are 
endeavouring to deal with these as soon as possible.
Please be assured that this is in progress and we will provide an update to you once an inspection 
has been carried out to advise of next steps, you do not need to contact us again on this issue. Bin 
still needs filling as of 20/1/2024. SCC advise 1/2/2024 'works have been completed'.

01/02/2024

312 22/01/2023 A25 opposite The Nest Collapsed road sign SCC ref 2855071 Reported however SCC website says -' Road sign issues which are not causing danger are unlikely 
to be considered for action at the current time.'

313 22/01/2023 Coopers Hill Road nr Little Acre Damaged/collapsed 'Concealed 
Entrance' sign

SCC ref 2855091 Reported however SCC website says -' Road sign issues which are not causing danger are unlikely 
to be considered for action at the current time.'

314 22/01/2024 Coopers Hill Road nr Pine Hill 
House

Pothole SCC ref 2855115 SCC advise 30/1/2024 works have been completed 30/01/2024

315 22/01/2024 Coopers Hill Road opp BRI building Pothole SCC ref 2855129 SCC advise 30/1/2024 works have been completed 30/01/2024

316 22/01/2024 Nutfield Marsh Road n of Nutfield 
Court

Pavement covered in earth TDC ref 00191287 Response from Lee Jenner TDC 22/1/2024 - We are currently reviewing the street cleansing 
frequencies in order to deliver a more reliable and sustainable service. 
Unfortunately the service can be disrupted as a result of sick and annual leave due to the number 
of operatives and drivers. For example if a driver is off sick it is not possible to bring in a temp as 
the salary budget is already allocated.
We are also looking to procure a new mechanical sweeping vehicles which will improve reliability 
in this area of the service.As I’m sure you must understand we can’t inform residents when we are 
sweeping there roads as we are trailing a different schedule at the moment.
Also we  suspend our normal street cleaning schedule to concentrate on roads and pavements 
that experience heavy leaf fall. We appreciate that we will receive communications from residents 
and councillors requesting that individual roads are cleansed as a matter of priority. 
unfortunately, it is not operationally possible to be everywhere.
we apologise for any inconvenience that this may cause and would appreciate residents ‘and 
councillors be patient regarding leafing fall.
We Will endeavourer to get around to clearing leaf fall as soon as possible.
Unfortunately we are now down to 1 mechanical sweeper for all of Tandridge.
We will Try and get it cleared next week weather permitting.


